THE Canvas Issue, continued...

With all classes being delivered remotely for the remainder of Spring 2020, e-Learning has experienced an increased workload resulting in changes to the conversion process to Canvas. The timeline is still the same - all Summer 2020 and Fall 2020 courses will be in Canvas - but there are updates for training, converting content, and access to Canvas.

Canvas Access
- Summer 2020 faculty and their courses are in Canvas! This includes a template loaded in Summer 2020 courses, and Blackboard content loaded into a Summer 2019 Canvas course where it can be cleaned up before being copied to Summer 2020 courses.
- Fall 2020 faculty have access to Canvas! As of March 25, your course content and shells are still being populated to Canvas. Watch for an announcement in Canvas regarding fall course availability.

**Need to know how to sign in? Visit the e-LS Canvas webpage.**

Course Conversion and Clean-up
- Summer 2020 shells have been populated with the LCSC template; you can work from scratch in SU2020 or copy over content from a SU2019 course in Canvas where e-Learning loaded your Bb content.
  - Note: If your summer 2020 course has not been taught in summer until now, your Blackboard content was imported directly into SU2020.
- Summer 2019 shells were used to bring in content from Blackboard so it can be cleaned up before being copied to Summer 2020 courses.
  - How to copy content within Canvas: (video) (text-based)
- Fall 2020 shells will have templates loaded by the end of Spring Break.
- Fall course content from Blackboard may not be transferred by e-Learning services until the first week of May. If you want to get started BEFORE May, you can copy your own content from Blackboard until June 5th (see “Final Day for Blackboard” below).
  - How to get your content from Blackboard into Canvas
- If you want to work from scratch (with the starter template), you can work directly in your Summer or Fall 2020 courses in Canvas.

**More information available on our Conversion and Clean-up webpage.**

Final Day for Blackboard
- Instructor access to Blackboard ends on June 5, 2020.
- If you need content from Blackboard after June 5th, you will need to request it from e-Learning by emailing e-learning@lcsc.edu.

COVID-19 e-Learning Information

eLS is here for you! We continue to post updates to our eLS COVID-19 Info website, which includes information on:
- Accessing the “Enhancing face-to-face with Blackboard” and “Universal Design for Learning” training
- Accessing Blackboard Collaborate training
- Accessing training for Respondus LockDown Browser, Respondus Monitor, and Respondus 4.0 for online testing
- Resources to help with Emergency Remote Instruction
- Tools for students, such as Adobe Scan and using Google Drive to submit assignments to Blackboard

Self-Paced Canvas Learning

Growing with Canvas is a training course created by Instructure that all faculty have access to in Canvas. Growing with Canvas is a self-paced course that guides you through navigating Canvas, creating modules, adding content, and assessing students. This course is a great way to learn the ins and outs of Canvas, and it will be sure to get you growing quickly!

UPDATES for Canvas Coaching

e-Learning is now delivering ALL Canvas coaching remotely! Join Angela and Carrie via Blackboard Collaborate to learn about Canvas.

**We strongly recommend attending the sessions in order**

In order to accommodate schedules, each session topic will be offered four times throughout its scheduled day.

- April 29th - Session 1
  - Getting Started: Template, Syllabus, and Settings
    - 8:30am-9:30am
    - 10.00am-11.00am
    - 1:00pm-2:00pm
    - 2:30pm-3:30pm
- April 30th - Session 2
  - Organizing: Building Modules and Adding Content
    - 8:30am-9:30am
    - 10.00am-11.00am
    - 1:00pm-2:00pm
    - 2:30pm-3:30pm
- May 1st - Session 3
  - Assessment: Assignments, Quizzes, & SpeedGrader
    - 8:30am-9:30am
    - 10.00am-11.00am
    - 1:00pm-2:00pm
    - 2:30pm-3:30pm
- May 2nd - Session 4
  - Coaching: Paced Canvas
  - Coaching remote
  - Coaching via Blackboard Collaborate!
  - Coaching remotely
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Open Canvas Lab Days
- These have been postponed until all personnel can safely return to campus.